
Compact, lightweight, and 
powerful, the new GPD-30™ 
from Rhino Tool Company 
makes quick work of driving 
common posts 
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New Gas Powered Driver from Rhino Tool Company 

KEWANEE, IL (Sept. 18, 2012) Rhino Tool Company is introducing the 
latest innovation to their line of post drivers. The Rhino® GPD-30™ Gas 
Powered Driver is a lightweight, compact driver designed with a 2-inch 
chuck for the most commonly driven posts. 

Powered by a Honda 4-cycle engine, the GPD-30™ is powerful and can 
drive posts in seconds. It is easy to transport and operate. Weighing 
only 35 pounds when fully fueled, a single person can quickly handle 
post driving tasks. Unlike traditional post driving tools, the GPD-30™ 
does not require additional equipment such as, propane, air 
compressor, or hydraulic power source.  

Rhino has ergonomically designed the handles for weight distribution 
and incorporated internal vibration dampening for the operator’s comfort. 
Though the driver is economically priced, Rhino® GPD-30™ 
components are engineered to the highest quality and for durability. The 
driver is manufactured from the very best materials to promote long tool 
life, including heat-treated alloy steel, “aircraft quality” aluminum, 
stainless steel fasteners and bearings on all rotating parts. 

The GPD-30™ is the perfect tool for post driving tasks across several 
industries, such as farming, vineyard, sign installation, professional 
fence contractors, and many more. 

Rhino Tool Company, is an approved Original Equipment Manufacturer with American Honda 
Motor Co., Inc. 

 

Rhino Tool Company has been a leading manufacturer of pneumatic post drivers as well as manual and hydraulic post pullers since 
1975.  Nearly all of the components of Rhino’s products are designed, produced and assembled in the United States.  Rhino Tool 
Company currently maintains distribution in 47 countries and works with hundreds of dealer locations throughout the United States and 
Canada. 
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